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Today is a “momentous” day, saying a decision of “deep consequence”, is going
to shape from the outset through committed engagement .
We have to select a candidate who is prepared to cut past the jargon & the
acronyms and the sterile briefings and get real. Someone who knows the only
measure of our work . Selections have to based on merit , relevant experience &
confidence & ability to lead. We have to look with great expectation at the
process of security council , hoping that security council will take a decision that
reflects our highest aspirations & select a candidate who embodies all of the
necessary qualities, being competence , conviction , courage , communication
skills , charisma , to lead the Secretariat and hopefully the world to a better day .

We’re facing too many critical challenges such as , climate change , massive
tragedies across the globe , and particular middle east & Africa .
The new Secretary General has to have the courage of conviction to stand up ,
for what is right on behalf of the human rights of all people of the world ,
including standing up to those who are in massive tragedies and those who are
responsible for massive tragedies and bring those to an end

.

Candidate who is enable to enforce . He will hopefully raise his voice loudly
and clearly demanding .
It’s time that the Secretary General and the General Assembly both call upon the
council to effectively & promptly address the lingering conflicts and the massive
tragedies that are plaguing the world .
Look out Syria , refugees and perhaps more broadly human rights ., So the new
secretary general has to be someone who has competence , negotiations , skills ,
values , knowledge , to make the UN relevant again . we need a Man of
experience to take the top seat !
The issue is not really want a woman or man .Whether any SC will have the
kind of influence that is needed to close this growing gap between Russia and
the West , one the one hand , and between China and the West on the other
.That’s the real issue .
we need someone who knows the UN really well , Being diplomat of a politician
on the one hand Good manager on the other hand . He would not ride off the
UN , nor over blow its influence but make the Un relevant again . He has the
potential to do it .
The right man , at the right place , try to do that . The best man in the race .

